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Abstract
The STU formalism, which parametrizes oblique electroweak corrections due to heavy
new physics, has recently been extended to the case of light new physics. In principle,
this extended formalism, which involves the six parameters STUVWX, must be used if
loop contributions to the oblique corrections entail light new particles with masses in the
range M
Z
or less. Using an eective lagrangian approach, we present here a thorough
introductory discussion of the STUVWX formalism, elucidating subtleties such as the
connection between S   X and the star formalism of Kennedy and Lynn, and the loss
of denite symmetry properties which S and U undergo as the STU parameter set is
extended to the case of light new physics. Finally, we discuss the phenomenology of one-
family Technicolor, as an application of the parameters S-X.
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1. Introduction
In the world of four-fermion precision electroweak measurements, the STU formal-
ism of Peskin and Takeuchi [1] has become an accepted method for parametrizing so-
called \oblique" corrections originating from beyond-the-Standard-Model physics. Here,
by \oblique" corrections, we mean those new physics eects which may be cast in the form
of electroweak gauge-boson self-energy contributions. Formalisms designed to organize
oblique corrections have also been discussed in [2], [3], [4] and [5]. The point of depar-
ture for such considerations is the hypothesis that new physics couples most strongly to
the electroweak gauge-bosons. In the context of 4-fermion scattering (with the external
massless fermion approximation), this type of new physics manifests itself most visibly in


















The STU formalism was originally conceived for the situation in which new physics
















This approximation, which we will call the STU-approximation, corresponds to the case




The set of three parametersS, T and U has recently been extended, in [6] [7] to the case
of light new physics, in which the self-energies are general functions of q
2
. This extended
formalism involves the six parameters S, T , U , V , W and X. In the present article,
we give a complete pedagocially motivated derivation of the STUVWX formalism. This
presentation is intended to complete the less detailed exposition rst given in [6]. The end
result of the derivation is essentially a recipe for expressing electroweak observables as a
Standard Model prediction plus some linear combination of the parameters S through X.
It is our hope that by lling in some of the details, certain important and easily missed
points can be elucidated.
In principle, the extended STUVWX version of the formalism must be used if loop
contributions to the oblique corrections entail light new particles with masses in the range
M
Z
or less. An appropriate application of the parameters S  X is therefore to models
of dynamical symmetry breaking such as Technicolor, since in these models, the principal
eects of new physics on currently measured four-fermion processes are the oblique eects
due to loops involving light pseudo-Goldstone bosons. It is well known that the calculation
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of oblique corrections was at one point used to rule out certain models of Technicolor, but
strictly speaking this conclusion is valid only when the Goldstone bosons are heavy. It
is therefore an interesting exercise to use the full STUVWX formalism to re-examine
this previous conclusion and to determine the status of Technicolor with light Goldstone
bosons.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a derivation of the
STUVWX formalism, using an eective lagrangian approach. Of interest is our use of
classical equations of motion to systematically manipulate the eective lagrangian into a
form that allows us to organize the eects of oblique physics with great ease. In Section
3, inspired by the work of Kundu and Roy [8], we discuss the loss of denite symmetry
properties that S and U undergo as one extends the STU formalism to the set of parameters
S  X. In Section 4, we present an application of our extended formalism to Technicolor
with light Goldstone bosons. We begin the application with a review of the gauged chiral
lagrangian, which is a low-energy eective lagrangian for Technicolor. We then calculate
the one-loop contributions to the six oblique parameters. Finally, in Section 5 we discuss
our results and conclude.
2. Extending the STU Formalism to the Case of Light New Physics
We start our discussion of oblique corrections by rst considering a simple model
(QED with a massive gauge boson). We add an anomalous self-energy for the gauge boson
(an oblique `new physics' correction) and then show how to use the classical equation of
motion for the gauge boson to convert the new oblique physics into an eective vertex cor-
rection. The formulae derived in this initial exercise are then applied to the case of oblique
new physics eects in electroweak physics. This leads to a derivation of the STUVWX
formalism.
2.1) New Physics Oblique Corrections: Toy Model
Consider a toy model in which a gauge-boson eld G

couples to a fermion current
J





























	 with g a coupling constant. We suppose the






















+ : : :

(2)
The anomalous self-energy is considered to be only a small correction to the standard
model, i.e. a
i
 g, so we need only work to linear order in the a
i
.
In this discussion, we make the following distinction between M and m. M is the
physical mass dened as the pole of the G-boson propagator, as determined from four-
fermion scattering experiments. m on the other hand is the lagrangian mass parameter.
M and m are equal, by denition, only in so-called on-shell renormalization schemes.
Through a term-by-term conversion of eq. (2), one sees that the eective interaction












































































	. The tildes on the coupling constant and mass parameter remind us
that the values of these parameters have been shifted by the presence of the new physics
and that our eective model no longer has only the two free parameters of the model in
eq. (1).
As long as we work only to linear order in a
i
, we may safely use the classical equations
of motion obtained from L
0
(~g; ~m) to manipulate the anomalous terms in the eective











+ : : : (5)






, which can be ignored in the massless fermion
approximation. There are many ways to transform the anomalous self-energy pieces using
































The above choice of transformation has the feature that it replaces a gauge-boson \kinetic"
term with a series of current{gauge-boson terms plus a gauge-boson mass term. It is
important to realize that, with eq. (6), an operator of dimension N is replaced by a series
of operators of dimension N and lower. That is, in the present context, the dimension of
the operators cannot somehow be reduced by the use of equations of motion.























































































The Feynman rule for the vertex can be read directly from the last term in the above
















































This expression gives the eective current{gauge-boson Feynman rule, in the presence
of oblique corrections. The new physics oblique corrections to any four-fermion process
can now be easily determined, by calculating to tree-level with eq. (10) and using the













It is interesting to note that the approach we have taken here has resulted in a propagator






(as read o from the denominator of the propagator) does not run as a function of q
2
.























where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to q
2
. It is satisfying to note that
the above result, obtained here using the equations of motion, agrees with the usual eld
theory concerning external line corrections for on-shell particles.
Our approach has entailed converting anomalous gauge-boson self-energy eects into
a physically equivalent current{gauge-boson interaction. We have re-derived these familiar
results (eqs. (10) to (13)) using the classical equations of motion so as to be sure to have
properly included all of the eects due to oblique new physics.
2.2) New Physics Oblique Corrections: Electroweak Model
In this section, we discuss the parametrization of new physics oblique corrections




(1) electroweak model. It is shown that if the anomalous
gauge-boson self-energies are general functions of q
2
, then one requires the functions S,






) to completely encode all corrections. Of course, with the
STU-approximation, in which the gauge-boson anomalous self-energies are simply linear
functions of q
2
, the analysis reduces to the usual STU parametrization.




(1) model, physical quantities can be expressed in terms of
essentially four parameters: g (the isospin coupling constant), g
0
(the hypercharge coupling
constant), v (the Higgs vev) and  (the Higgs self-coupling), plus the fermion masses. Most
researchers have however probably developed the habit of working with the group e, m
Z
,




(the mass of the Higgs boson). These Standard Model parameters
are all renormalized, in general, by the new physics oblique corrections. But since, at
tree-level, the observables that we are considering do not depend on m
H
, nor on fermion




are shifted appreciably by oblique physics.
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Much of what follows is an exercise in keeping track of the eects of the oblique corrections
on the renormalization of the three parameters e
i
.
Let us suppose the existence of new physics self-energy contributions for the elec-














































Just as we used tildes in the preceding toy model discussion, we now place tildes on the
three electroweak parameters (~e
i
 ~e; ~s; ~m
Z
) that appear in this lagrangian, as a reminder
that their values have been shifted from their `standard' values, which we denote with-
out tildes: e; s;m
Z
. These `standard' values are the ones that are obtained by equating
three radiatively corrected SM expressions to the corresponding three precisely measured




). Using the standard parameters so dened, one may cal-
culate the numerical value of the Standard Model radiatively-corrected prediction for any









Just as in the case of the toy model, we may here exploit the freedom to transform









































+ : : :






and terms which are bilinear and trilinear





















































































As with the toy model, we now procede to convert the gauge-boson anomalous self-energies
into physically equivalent gauge-boson{fermion{fermion interactions. Analogous to eq. (6),




































































































With the above transformations, and using the results of the discussion of the toy model,















+ : : : (19)


























































































































+ canonical kinetic terms. (21)

























, etc. are the usual abelian curls.
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Reading o directly from eq. (20), we see that the Feynman rules for the fermion{




















































































































. In our discussion, this denition
will always apply, regardless of the approximation for (q
2
) (linear in q
2
or otherwise) that









the prime to denote ordinary dierentiation with respect to q
2
.
An interesting aspect of the physical content of eqs. (20) and (24) is that through the
process of converting anomalous self-energies into vertex corrections, we have acquired a
new coupling between the Z-boson and the electric current. This has the eect of shifting
the Q~s
2









With all the new physics oblique eects neatly cast in the form of eqs. (21) through
(24), there can be no ambiguity as to how to properly incorporate oblique corrections into
expressions for electroweak observables, the task to which we now turn. From this point
in our discussion, one might procede in the following way: One would rst compose a set
of expressions for observables in terms of ~e, ~s, ~m
Z
, the 's and the Higgs and fermion
masses. These expressions would be of the form
observable = (tree-level)(1 +O(~e
2
) +O()) (25)




) correction is the
Standard Model radiative correction, and the O() piece represents the correction due to
new physics oblique eects. One would then t the set of expressions to a large body of
data, and nd the statistically favoured values of the parameters ~e
i
and of the new physics
self-energies. The problem with this method however is that it requires knowledge not of
the Standard Model radiatively-corrected value for an observable, but rather of the actual
algebraic expression for the radiative corrections shown schematically in eq. (25).
For this reason, it is desirable to eliminate the parameters ~e
i
in favour of e
i
. The
advantage so obtained is that we will be able ultimately to express an observable as a
9
Standard Model radiatively-corrected value (which can be easily taken from the litera-
ture), plus some pieces linear in oblique corrections. This will be possible without explicit
knowledge of the exact, detailed algebraic expressions for the Standard Model radiative
corrections. To eliminate the parameters ~e
i
in favour of e
i
, we choose the three best-
measured electroweak observables as \inputs":  measured in low-energy experiments, the
physical Z mass M
Z
, and the Fermi constant measured in muon decay G
F
. This elimina-
tion is performed via the equations below. In these equations, the left-most piece is the
experimental input (some measured number). The central piece is the expression for the
observable calculated with the extended model as suggested by eqs. (21) through (24). The
































































































































































































































Of course, the various O(e
2
) pieces in eq. (26) depend on the renormalization scheme
used to perform Standard Model radiative corrections. One can easily convince oneself
that since we are only working to linear order in the new physics self-energies, the form
of eq. (27) depends only on the tree-level formulae for the input observables, and does
not depend on the O(e
2
) pieces in eq. (26). Therefore our analysis does not depend on
the renormalization scheme that is used to perform radiative corrections in the Standard
Model.
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The eective Feynman rules can now be recast in terms of the standard parameters
e
i














































































































































































































































































These expressions can be tidied up considerably. Following [1], let us dene














































































































































































































































+ canonical kinetic terms
and one obtains the following concise expressions for the Feynman rules for the electric,


















































































































So-called `direct' new physics, i.e. direct corrections to vertices, can be easily added to the
expressions in eq. (35). This manner of displaying oblique corrections as eective vertex
corrections allows one to see readily how the direct eects must be combined with the
oblique eects.
In passing, it should be noted that the current{gauge-boson eective lagrangian pieces




























































































We must point out two important features of the four new functions V (q
2
), etc. The
rst feature is that they vanish exactly if the self-energies are merely linear functions of
q
2
. In other words, if the scale of new physics  is heavy, then the self-energies are of
12










) and the new functions are unnecessary. If however there
are new light particles in the self-energy loops, then the new physics self-energies have
some complicated dependence on q
2
, and the new functions V (q
2
), etc. are required to
properly parametrize anomalous oblique eects. The second important feature of these
new functions is that they are dened so that V (0)=W (0)=X(0)=Y (0)=0.
It is an easy matter to infer the proper way of including new physics oblique corrections
in four-fermion processes. For example, consider the new physics oblique correction to the






































is taken to be the most precise available radiatively corrected Standard





Next, consider any low-energy neutral-current asymmetry. These observables do not
depend on the overall multiplicative correction to the neutral current but rather only on
the low-energy eective sin
W






































. Since V (0)=W (0)=X(0)=Y (0)=0, it is clear that expressions
for observables measured at low energies (q
2
' 0) may be written as the Standard Model
prediction plus some linear combination of the three parameters S, T and U only.
On the other hand, if measurements are made at general values of q
2
, one must






) and Y (q
2
) dened in eq. (33).
However, the most precise electroweak measurements (other than those performed at q
2
'







































































































































































































The parameter Y contributes to the Z-pole observables, but this contribution can be





 0:03 relative to the other oblique new physics parameters. Therefore,
in practice, it is possible to express a wide variety of precision electroweak observables in
terms of only the six parameters S, T and U , and V , W and X.





servables depend only on the eective sin
W
at the Z-pole, which we can infer from the


































The new physics oblique corrections to, say, the width of Z-decay to neutrinos can also be
inferred directly from eq. (39):
 (Z ! ) =  (Z ! )
SM
(1 + T + V ): (42)
Similarly, the width of W-decay to a single lepton-neutrino pair is given by


























2.3) Calculating Oblique Corrections in a Specic Model
The purpose of model-independent parametrizations such as STU and STUVWX is
two-fold. On the one hand, they provide a means of parametrizing new physics eects in
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a model-independent manner; a t of expressions for observables to a wide body of precise
data allows a measurement of these eects. On the other hand, these formalisms provide
a framework in which to calculate the measurable eects of a given model of underlying
physics. So far, we have explored the rst purpose, our discussion having lead to a recipe
for expressing observables as a Standard Model prediction plus some linear combination
of oblique correction parameters. Let us now address some issues concerning the second
purpose; what must one keep in mind when calculating the oblique corrections in some
specic model of underlying physics?














(0); can in some manner be \renormalized away," and that electroweak
experiments are essentially insensitive to this self-energy piece. This intuition comes to us
from our experience with zero-energy four-fermion electromagnetic scattering: if we had
access only to experiments of this type, and if Nature did however produce some sort of
\beyond-QED" new physics oblique correction in the form of an anomalous photon self-
energy, the eect could not possibly be measured. This is because, in such experiments,



























(0), as can be seen by noting its presence in eqs. (29) through (31).
This means that, if for some strange reason, the only non-zero electroweak gauge-boson
self-energy were 

, we could indeed observe its eects.
Similarly, imagine that for some strange reason, the only non-zero electroweak gauge-






(with \A" a constant). One might be tempted to think
that we can renormalize away its eects: in the neutral current vertex, the eective sin 
W































lead us to conclude that, in the
framework that we have adopted, a complete set of oblique parameters must in some way





. Our formalism, along with that of ref. [1], diers in this
respect from the approach outlined in ref. [3], in which oblique parameters have been





A second point concerning the calculation of the oblique parameters in a given model
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of underlying new physics has to do with the renormalization scheme that is used to
compute the new physics loops. Consider, as an example of new physics, a fourth heavy




(1) doublet. When the contributions of
S-X are calculated in such a model, one nds that they are nite, and | to the degree of
accuracy required by these analyses | the results do not depend on the renormalization
scheme. In fact, this niteness is a general feature of calculations of oblique parameters
in extensions of the Standard Model formed by adding an isomultiplet of new particles
(see refs. [1], [6], [9] and [10] for examples). Of course, if the eective lagrangian for the
new physics is not renormalizable, then a certain ambiguity is necessarily present in any
loop calculations. Such is the case in the Technicolor loop calculations that we present in
Section 4 below.
2.4) Connection to the Star Formalism
The star formalism of Kennedy and Lynn [4] is a revealing way of organizing and
thinking of oblique corrections. It was originally developed for handling standard model
radiative corrections in four-fermion processes in electroweak physics, and was inspired by
the fact that an important part of these radiative corrections is essentially oblique. Of
course, it can be applied equally as well to the task of arranging oblique corrections due
to new physics.
In the star formalism, oblique corrections are incorporated into Feynman amplitudes












































































































where u and u schematically represent fermion spinors. The star parameters are all func-
tions of q
2




















































































































































) = physical mass squared. (46)
One can eliminate the tilde parameters from the above expressions using eqs. (27). Then,


















































































































To obtain oblique-corrected expressions for observables, one simply substitutes the deni-
tions for the star parameters into the tree-level expressions for observables. The appropri-
ate substitutions are suggested by the algebraic form of the amplitudes given in eq. (44).
For example, the tree-level expression for the width of the decay of the Z-boson is






















To incorporate the oblique corrections, one simply uses the star parameters as suggested
by eq. (44), obtaining
























































In [1], Peskin and Takeuchi used the star formalism as a starting point to determine the
correct way of incorportating their S, T and U into expressions for electroweak observables.
The above brief review of the star formalism shows how the development of Peskin and
Takeuchi can be readily extended to include V , W and X.
It is important to keep in mind that throughout this discussion, we are neglecting the
contribution of the photon diagram to Z-pole observables. That is, we are neglecting the















(0) in eq. (33), does not appear in our expressions for Z-pole
observables. Although Y (q
2













) (following the logic of the original denitions in [4]), it ultimately
does not appear in expressions for observables, since Y (q
2




















A complete list of electroweak observables expressed in terms of star parameters and
in terms of S, T and U has been presented in [1]. A list of expressions for observables in
terms of parameters S  X can found in [6] and [7]. The results of recent ts to precision
data for the parameters STU can be found in [11], and for STUVWX in [7], the essential
conclusion being that the statistically favoured values of the new physics parameters are
consistent with zero, with errors ranging between 0:25 and O(1).
2.5) Oblique Parameters for Z-pole Measurements
With the eective lagrangian approach that we have taken, one can easily see, in
studying the neutral current vertex in eq. (39), that it is possible to cast the oblique
corrections to all Z-pole observables in terms of only two parameters, which, following














=T + V: (50)
The advantage of these combinations is that they allow one to use the results of two-
parameter ts that have been done for S and T to Z-pole data. So, in confronting some


















3. The Symmetry Properties of S and U in the STUVWX Formalism
In the STU-approximation of heavy new physics, where new physics contributions to
electroweak gauge boson self-energies are linear functions of q
2
, the parameters S, T and
U can be dened in terms of the weak-isospin and hypercharge:





























































Clearly the rightmost pieces of eqs. (51) and (53) are valid only in the STU-approximation.
The meaning of the subscripts 1; 2; 3; Y is such that, for example, 
3Y
is proportional to the
mixing self-energy of the hypercharge and isospin-3 gauge bosons. For completeness, we








































































With the denitions of S, T and U cast in the form of eqs. (51) through (53), the
symmetry properties of these parameters are particularly apparent: S parametrizes isospin
symmetry breaking due to non-vanishing g
0
, whereas T and U parametrize isospin sym-
metry breaking due to such eects as radiative corrections depending on isomultiplet mass
splittings.
What happens to these symmetry properties when we extend the STU formalism to
the case of self-energies with general q
2
dependence? To answer this question, rst let us
recall that the denitions of S and U which arose naturally in the previous section were
















































































On the other hand, if one wishes to to preserve the symmetry properties with which S and
U are endowed in the STU formalism, one ought to use denitions derived by substituting
eq. (54) into eqs. (51) and (53). Doing so, one gets



























































































A parametrization involving the above denitions has been recently suggested by Kundu
and Roy [8]. These authors have proposed a formalism comprising S and U dened as
above, but with the other parameters T , V , W and X dened identically to those in our
eqs. (32) and (40). It is clearly a good idea, in extending the STU formalism, to maintain
the symmetry properties of the parameters, as Kundu and Roy have done. However, it
must be noted that a certain disadvantage could arise if one adopts the denitions of
Kundu and Roy.
The potential disadvantage can be seen as follows. Recall that, ignoring the contribu-
tion of the photon diagram to Z-pole processes, the oblique corrections to precision elec-










































). Upon performing the three renormal-
izations in eq. (26), we are left with six observable oblique parameters. Our six parameters
S  X are independent linear combinations of the nine self-energy pieces just mentioned.


























eects, and does not play a very important role in the physics. And so, the desire to
dene parameters with denite symmetry properties leads us to introduce a tenth poten-
tially superuous self-energy piece, and to introduce therefore a seventh oblique parameter.
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(as in eq. (40)). Thus, while there are only six measurable oblique quantities in the
electroweak processes under consideration, the use of the symmetry-property-preserving
denitions in eqs. (56) requires writing observables in terms of seven quantities. Obviously,
a statistical t involving seven parameters instead of six would result in a slight weakening
of the experimental bounds. The bounds so obtained would not reect the true experimen-
tal constraints on the parameters, a disadvantage which may or may not be compensated
by the fact that S and U have denite symmetry properties.
By performing the appropriate substituions, it is an easy matter to express observables
in terms of the parameter set S, T , U , V , W , X and Y . Through a comparison of eq. (32)
or eq. (55) with eq. (56), one sees that














With these substitutions, one can take any observable given in terms of STUVWX and
express it in terms of the set STUVWXY .
With the Kundu-Roy parameter set, the low-energy neutral-current observables de-
pend generally on S, T , X and Y . Z-pole observables depend on S, T , V and Y . The
W -mass involves S, T , U and Y , and W -decay-widths involve S, T , U , W and Y .
4. Calculation of S through X in One-Family Technicolor
4.1) Does the VWX-argument undo the S-argument against Technicolor?
It is of interest to calculate the parameters S through X in models of new physics
involving light new particles of mass M
Z
, since it is in such models that we might expect
the new parameters V , W and X to be of roughly the same size as S, T and U . This line
of research has been taken up in refs. [9] and [10], in which S through X were calculated
in renormalizable extensions of the Standard Model.
It is also of interest to consider applying oblique correction formalisms to models
of dynmamical symmetry breaking such as Technicolor [12], as this type of new physics
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couples most strongly to gauge bosons and therefore essentially generates oblique eects.
It is well known that oblique correction considerations have been used to rule out certain
models of Technicolor [13] [14]: not only is the logarithmically divergent part of the one-
loop chiral lagrangian contribution to the parameter S typically positive in these theories,
but the tree-level contribution, as calculated by scaling the parameters of the QCD chiral
lagrangian, is also positive. This is inconsistent with experiment.
Let us call this inconsistency the S-argument against Technicolor.
The S-argument against Technicolor was countered in [14], where it was argued that
the chiral lagrangian loop contribution (the `low-energy' contribution) to oblique param-
eters does not give the full picture. These authors argued that one must also include
a `high-energy' contribution, which one can estimate by simply taking twice the tech-
nifermion loop result. Upon adding low- and high-energy contributions, one nds that,
due to the contribution from technileptons, the total value of S is not necessarily large
and positive in one-family Technicolor. Thus, ref. [14], entitled \Revenge of the one-family
Technicolor models," succeeded in re-establishing the possible phenomenological viability
of this model.
The calculations in the present article were embarked upon in the hope of further
sweetening this revenge. Our point of departure was the idea that, strictly speaking, the
results of a t of the three parameter set STU to experimental data can only be applied
when the physical Goldstone bosons in Technicolor are thought to be heavy. We therefore
set out to explore the possibility that some of them were light (but just heavy enough to
have so far escaped direct detection), and to ask whether the new parameters V , W and
X are as large as S. If so, then the S-argument against Technicolor was not valid to start
with, and one might say that the V WX-argument undoes the original S-argument against
Technicolor.
4.2) Calculation of One-Loop Oblique Corrections in Technicolor
Our approach consists of using an eective lagrangian (the gauged chiral lagrangian
[15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ) to calculate one-loop contributions to the self-energies of the elec-
troweak gauge bosons.
For argument's sake, let us consider the \one-family" model of Technicolor. In this
model, a chiral symmetry SU(8)
L























). There is a avour of technifermion







.  indexes technicolor, a new color-like force. The
22
technifermions have the same quantum numbers under G as the corresponding ordinary
fermions. It is assumed that ordinary fermions are singlets under technicolor. The new
color-like Technicolor force becomes strong (at some scale 
TC
in the TeV range), result-
ing in the breaking of the chiral symmetry to SU(8)
V
and in the formation of Goldstone
bosons, called \technipions," which are bound states of two technifermions. This is ex-
actly analogous to the formation of pions and the breaking of chiral symmetry in ordinary
hadronic physics.










are the 63 technipion elds associated with the breaking of the chiral symmetry
and whereX
i







































(1)-invariant terms, including terms up to























































































and in which the gauge bosons transform according to the usual Yang-Mills transformation
rule. Of the 63 Goldstone bosons, three are eaten, leaving 60 physical pseudo-scalars in
the theory.
Before proceding with our loop calculations, we will look at the sector L
0
appearing in





invariant terms that one can construct from gauge-boson and Goldstone boson elds.
Among the interactions included in L
0






















The phenomenological implications of this term, which gives a generic contribution of
 16L
10
to the parameter S, have been considered in [20]. There it was argued that the
total contribution from Technicolor to the parameter S is given by
S(M
Z







where we have made explicit the renormalization scale. We now dene and comment upon
the various terms in eq. (67). S(M
Z
) represents the value of S measurable in current





), it is obtained in principle by integrating out all technihadrons having
masses of 
TC



















is the number of doublets (in the case of one-family Technicolor, this is 4) and
where N
TC
is the number of colors in the Technicolor group (which also is usually taken





)   5:4 0:3 10
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)  +1:45 (69)
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As to the L
10
term in eq. (67), this refers simply to the contribution due to the Goldstone
boson loops that we will calculate below. In what follows, we will simply denote this
contribution with the symbol S (with S   16L
10
).
The interactions pertinent to our one-loop calculations are the Goldstone-Goldstone-
gauge-boson (GGg) and Goldstone-Goldstone-gauge-gauge-boson (GGgg) interactions em-
bedded in eq. (61). The relevant Feynman rules are given in Fig. 1. Such couplings
contribute to the gauge boson self-energies through the one-loop diagrams shown in Fig. 2.
The one-loop contributions to oblique corrections in the gauged chiral lagrangian have
been studied in [17] [19] [22]. In references [17] and [19], the (logarithmically) divergent
parts of various electroweak observables were calculated only. Since the divergent parts of
the self-energies turn out to be linear functions of q
2
, these analyses t into the framework of
the STU formalism. In reference [22], on the other hand, the nite parts of the self-energies
were calculated, and for the case of light Goldstone bosons, the gauge-boson self-energies
were not linear functions of q
2
. This author determined the one-loop contribution to S X
from a self-conjugate isotriplet of Goldstone bosons, but did not ask whether VWX could
be used to bring back to grace those models that had been previously been banished with
the S argument.
Calculating the loop contributions from a degenerate non-self-conjugate isotriplet of













































































) and J correspond to the contributions from from gures 2a and 2b respectively,







































































 2=(n   4)    + 1 + log 4. To obtain nite results, according to the usual












), and take the scale of new
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physics  to be 
TC
. Using the denitions of S X in terms of the self-energies and their





























































































































































































































(The results for a degenerate self-conjugate isotriplet can be obtained from the above ex-
pressions by setting y=0 and dividing by two.) Note that S is logarithmically divergent,
and that the logarithmically divergent piece does not depend on y. Our result for S con-
rms the usual claim, that the logarithmically divergent part of S is positive in Technicolor.
This is true regardless of the hypercharge of the isotriplet. T is exactly zero (because of
the degeneracy of the triplet). U , V , W and X are nite.
For completeness, we note in passing the contributions of a non-self-conjugate Gold-














































) = 0: (74)










































































































































































(To obtain the result for a self-conjugate singlet, one simply sets y to zero, i.e. there is
no contribution from a self-conjugate singlet.) The above formulae illustrate that the con-
tributions due to a non-self-conjugate singlet are all nite. Interestingly, one sees upon
evaluation of the integral, that the contribution to S is generally negative. This could be
taken as a reassuring sign to those of us who want to establish the phenomenological fea-
sibility of Technicolor. However, it must be appreciated that of the 60 physical Goldstone





in [12]) are non-self-conjugate singlets. The great majority of the
Goldstone bosons are arranged in triplets, and therefore the negative S contributions from
the few non-self-conjugate singlets cannot eectively counter the positive contributions
from the many triplets.
Estimates for the masses of the various Goldstone bosons are presented in [12]. Most









, constituting a total of 14 triplets) are
expected to have masses of roughly m

















+ convergent pieces  O(0:1)
U; V;W;X  O(0:0001) (76)
The essential result is therefore that, for a triplet of massm

= 200 GeV, the contribution
to S is somewhat larger than the contribution to the other parameters, by at least one
order of magnitude.
Let next examine the case of lighter Goldstone bosons. In one-family Technicolor,
there does exist one (self-conjugate) triplet of particularly light physical Goldstone bosons,
the P
i
, with mass estimated to be less than 100 GeV [12]. To estimate the most dramatic




=2, i.e. that the techni-













+ convergent parts  O(0:1)
U =  0:006
V =  0:02 (77)
W =  0:02
X =+ 0:005
From eq. (77), we can only conclude that the one-loop contributions to the parameters
V , W and X (which are nite) are somewhat smaller than the logarithmically divergent
contribution to S, even for the lightest possible Goldstone bosons. Therefore, it appears
that the VWX-argument does not undo the S-argument against one-family Technicolor.
In other words, the \Revenge of the one-family Technicolor models" is not sweetened by
the VWX-argument.
5. Conclusion
In this article, we have extended the STU formalism to the case of gauge-boson self-
energies with general dependence on q
2
. Using an eective lagrangian approach, we have
presented a formalism which allows one to readily express an electroweak four-fermion
observable as a Standard Model prediction plus some linear combination of the oblique
correction parameters S, T , U , V , W and X. We hope to have lled in some of the details
missing from a previous presentation [6] of the STUVWX formalism. The present more
detailed discussion sets the stage for the demonstration of a number of important points.
We have shown that the renormalization scheme in which one calculates the Standard
Model prediction does not appreciably inuence the manner in which the oblique correction
parameters are incorporated into expressions for observables. We have also pointed out
that, at least in the case of a renormalizable extension of the Standard Model consisting




(1) multiplet of new particles, the renormalization scheme used
to calculate the new physics contributions to the oblique parameters is not an issue; this
point must be appreciated by those who intend to calculate the measurable eects of an
underlying model of new physics. We have also explained that, in extending the STU-
formalism, it is possible to dene parameters S and U which have the same symmetry
properties as S and U in the original STU . These symmetry properties are maintained at
a price, however: such an approach results necessarily in a set of seven oblique parameters,
STUVWXY , rather than the six that we have proposed.
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It turns out that in the example of one-family Technicolor with light pseudo-Goldstone
bosons, the new parameters V , W and X are not of great importance. This is not spec-
tacular news, but it must be reported nonetheless. One ought to keep in mind though
that, as is discussed in refs. [6], [9] and [10], there do indeed exist models of new physics in
which the extended set of parameters are relevant. Thus, it is possible that the STUVWX
parameter set might one day play a role in untangling some signal of physics beyond the
Standard Model.
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